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Dan Schwarzmann was one of a handful of insolvency experts who went without sleep the night 
Lehman Brothers collapsed as they raced to understand the bank's operations. 

He had been brought in as one of PwC's most experienced administrators. But when he studied the 
100-plus companies in Lehman's London structure, even he admitted to being stunned. Then 
Lehman's finance chief told him what he was looking at was only a summary. "I realised then just 
the enormity and the complexity of the group," says Mr Schwarzmann. 

Nine months on, the sprawl has been brought under some form of control. But as the far-flung 
administrators quietly press on with preparing the last rites, they are making a series of decisions on 
exactly how they co-operate that could have implications for future global failures and even the 
shape of the financial system itself. 

Lehman's sudden implosion makes it a test case for regulators and administrators around the world, 
none of whom have worked on anything of this complexity and importance. 

Last month, Philipp Hildebrand, vice chairman of the Swiss central bank, shook the finance 
community when he warned that unless the world could quickly agree how to handle cross-border 
collapses, Zurich and other centres would have to consider capping the size of institutions to avoid 
risks posed by "too-big-to-fail" banks. Yesterday UK Treasury officials upped the pressure and 
called for banks to draw up a form of corporate "will" to allow them to wind up their affairs over a 
single weekend. 

But in a Manhattan courtroom just the day before Mr Hildebrand's warning, the judge presiding over 
the remains of Lehman put his seal on an unprecedented global protocol that could help the 
different administrators smooth the winding-up process and produce a potential template to handle 
any future collapses. 

The protocol is designed to help administrators work more closely to find a quicker resolution of the 
dead bank's affairs. Winding up ishugely complex as each administrator is responsible only for his or 
her part of the puzzle and works under national laws, meaning drawn-out conflicts between different 
bits of a defunct company are an ever-present risk. 

If a Lehman-tested process can calm fears about the world's ability to handle another such event, it 
could help determine the future of the industry. If the protocol does not succeed, it will highlight the 
gap between the rhetoric of global co-operation and the cold reality of national interests. 

When the music stops for any company, it splits into its legal parts. A corporation may be global in 
life but it becomes national in death. Banks' dependence on market confidence means their end is 
particularly brutal. Unlike companies such as General Motors, which can have time to plan a 
bankruptcy-led restructuring, a bank's end is immediate. Lehman splintered overnight into fragments 
scattered around the world. 

What regulators fear most is a repeat of the chaos that stalked the markets in the weeks following 
the collapse last September, which left tens of thousands of counterparties - banks, hedge funds, 
insurers, pension funds and central banks that had dealt with Lehman - clueless about what, if 
anything, those deals were now worth. Trust evaporated, highlighting the risks posed to the entire 
financial system by the myriad connections of a single bank - the issue that now worries the 
watchdogs. 

Lehman's tangled connections are yet to be unravelled. Administrators are still figuring out whether 
its counterparties are net debtors or creditors. They also have to apply the same tests, with no 
preference, to the family of affiliates, as they call each other, that formerly made up the global group. 
This is made harder, both among affiliates and outsiders, by the fact there is only so much pie and 
everyone, with nothing to consider but their own interests, is out for what they can get. 

Now, however, the liquidator to the parent company, Lehman Brothers Holdings Incorporated, is 
trying to change this mentality among the affiliates. Alvarez & Marsal, US restructuring experts, want 
to recreate some ghost version of the deceased bank through the global protocol, which aims to 
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encourage each affiliate to focus on maximising the size of the overall pie rather than focusing only 
on their slice. 

To that end, they have drawn up an agreement with seven administrators representing 27 Lehman 
companies - with more expected to sign. This promises much closer co-operation, the development 
of a single system for adjudicating internal claims and more sharing of data. 

Daniel Ehrmann of Alvarez, and head of LBHI's international operations, is blunt about the need for 
something better than the current tangle. "What we have are insolvency regimes built before the 
world was global," he says. "You destroy value [for creditors] when you lose this sense of company 
unity. No one knows how the interconnected dependencies of Lehman are going to play out, but our 
belief is that wherever value is going to help the other administration procedures, we should 
enhance recovery of assets all around the world." 

According to Eddie Middleton, the KPMG partner in charge of Lehman's Hong Kong operations, 
"Using the protocol to perhaps share information between the affiliates to answer basic questions, 
like who takes control of various entities, that is a much better way of resolving issues." 

He originally moved to Hong Kong from London to help with the winding-up of BCCI, the Pakistan-
based global bank forcibly shut down by regulators in 1991. KPMG declared the last of 14 dividends 
from BCCHK - the part it wound down - 10 years ago but issues related to the job are still coming 
out of the woodwork. 

"That was perhaps the nearest comparable case, but Lehman is much more complicated than that," 
he says. 

Crucially, however, not all the administrators are on board. PwC, in charge of Lehman's main 
London-based European operations, known as Lehman Brothers International (Europe) and the 
most pivotal operation outside the US, has flatly refused to sign up. 

Tony Lomas, head of the PwC team, is a veteran of cross-border corporate collapses from Robert 
Maxwell's media empire to failed carmaker MG Rover and the European arm of Enron, the energy 
company. "My experience tells me [the protocol] is aspirational and lacks practicality," he says. "It is 
sometimes not even practical to reduce an agreement between just two insolvency practitioners in 
different estates to writing." 

Alvarez acknowledges its protocol has limits but says the most important point is its spirit of co-
operation. 

However, Mr Lomas's refusal to sign up is an example of the necessary self-interest that 
characterises any liquidation. Put bluntly, there appears to be nothing in the deal for the creditors to 
whom he is answerable. As the overseer of a big piece of the former bank, he fears that signing the 
agreement could open his team to a flood of requests for information - a time-consuming and 
expensive process. LBIE's creditors, from hedge funds to employees, have already been warned not 
to expect to be paid in full. 

"We are already working with other Lehman affiliates, but we just don't want to be in a position, as 
the party with the most access to data, that we have a moral obligation to respond to multitudes of 
requests for information," says Mr Lomas. "We have limited and expensive resources that we need 
to utilise for our own creditors." In the six months to March 15, PwC's total fees for Lehman came to 
more than £77m ($123m, €90m) and are expected to continue at roughly the same pace for at least 
the next few months. 

Alvarez claims the protocol could have the benefit of speeding up the unwinding and help avoid 
litigation between the affiliates. "When we entered into this protocol, the premise is that we're not 
going to agree on everything, but that we'll try to avoid as much as possible suing each other," says 
Mr Ehrmann 

However, it is inevitable that some issues are so complex that they will have to resort to the courts. 
The contracts that govern some derivative deals, for example, allow for what happens when one 
side of a contract defaults. But Lehman administrators are wrestling with the question of who pays 
out when both parties were part of the same bank and went bust on the same day. The outcome 
could make a huge difference in the payouts received by one set of creditors. "The benefit to one 
estate will result in a cost to another," says Mr Lomas. "This is not uncommon in cases of this size 
and it will be interesting to see how these situations are handled when they arise between 
signatories of this protocol bearing in mind its intended spirit of co-operation." 

If a global protocol seems unlikely to answer Mr Hildebrand's demands, what would? Like the UK 
government, others including that of the US are looking into whether companies, particularly banks, 
should develop a corporate will. 
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This is something both Mr Lomas and Mr Ehrmann support. In the meantime, Mr Ehrmann is 
pushing 

ahead with his protocol, holding a meeting for the affiliates in London this month. LBIE will not be 
there, but it will hold its own meeting with affiliates in Lehman's Canary Wharf offices the day before 
to explain what they are doing. So far, no affiliate has turned down the invite. 

"Alvarez & Marsal have this idea that we can all - creditors, administrators and courts - be one big 
happy family," says Mr Lomas. "It would be nice. But it is so much more difficult than that." 

A study of complexity 

Lehman's dealings with the European Central Bank neatly show the complexities exposed by its 
collapse. Globally it operated as a single bank; but in reality it was a web of entities, now controlled 
by different administrators. 

The ECB provided Lehman euro cash against collateral posted by the bank. That collateral was in 
the form of bonds made up of many different assets booked in different countries. Lehman then 
used its German bank to deal with the ECB. This is all perfectly standard banking practice. 

Now in death, the collateral is still with the ECB, the deals are still live and now subject to a web of 
conflicting authorities. In one case, five different administrators are now involved in administering the 
assets - mortgages, say - underlying the securities. If one fails to find the cash to fund its assets, the 
structure will no longer be a going concern and the other four administrators will have a new 
problem to deal with. 

Bankruptcy codes 

Shaping the way the world accounts for corporate demise 

The problem for agreeing a global process for dealing with dead companies lies in the fact that 
national systems differ vastly and are complicated by legal quirks. 

Courts feature heavily in any process. But beyond that most countries broadly follow one of two 
paths: either leaving the managers in charge in the hope of a quick restructuring - the US model - or 
handing the company over to professionals, as in the UK and much of continental Europe. 

The commonly used "Chapter 11" allows US managers to remain in control, together with perhaps a 
court-appointed restructuring expert, as they try to reachagreement with creditors under supervision 
of the court. This is known as a "debtor-in-possession" system. 

In the UK, or similar jurisdictions such as Hong Kong, a company in the same position would also be 
in talks with its creditors, but would not be part of a formal process at that point; administration only 
occurs once a company becomes insolvent. When that happens, control passes from its managers 
to a licensed insolvency practitioner. As in the US, the aim is to protect the company from its 
creditors as it tries to restructure. But in reality, few manage that and most lead to a sale of assets 
and liquidation of whatever remains. 

Some European countries are considering following the US in the belief its emphasis on 
restructuring, not liquidation, could help avoid unnecessary collapses. How far this can be managed 
will depend on each country since in some, such as the UK, administrators are licensed 
professionals appointed as an officer of the court and who only turn to the court when they need 
direction on a particularly difficult legal matter. In the US, the court is heavily involved in each case 
because the the debtor-in-possession must constantly seek consent for all manner of commercial 
decisions and legal matters. 
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